ABSTRACT It is challenging to achieve a consistent real-time (RT) response time in commodity virtual machine (VM) environments because they have longer and more complex network protocol stacks. This paper analyzes such network stacks and proposes a method that achieves consistent latency in a Linux KVM-based hosted environment. The analysis identifies a priority inversion in the interrupt-first host kernel of vanilla Linux, and the proposed method addresses it by using the PREEMPT_RT patch. Subsequently, the analysis identifies another priority inversion in softirq handling of the host kernel. The proposed method addresses it by dividing softirq handling into RT and non-RT types. The analysis then identifies the cache pollution problem by co-located non-RT servers and the latter priority inversion in a guest kernel. The proposed method addresses them by socket outsourcing, in which a guest kernel delegates network processing to the host kernel. The proposed method achieved consistent latency. Compared to the threaded interrupt handling method, the proposed method reduced the standard deviation (SD) of the latencies of a simple RT server by a factor of 6, achieving 5.6% higher throughput and 32% lower CPU utilization. Compared to the exclusive CPU method, the proposed method reduced the SD by a factor of 2 and prevented underutilization of the exclusive CPU. The proposed method was more scalable in terms of the number of RT VMs. A four-CPU host was able to execute 40 RT VMs using the proposed method while maintaining the throughputs of non-RT servers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Web-facing applications with stringent quality-of-service requirements (service level agreements, e.g., near-zero latency), are being increasingly deployed in computing clouds owing to the scalability of n-tier architectures and virtual machine (VM) environments. However, the longer execution and data flow paths in such environments also introduce significant challenges to real-time (RT) applications (predictable latency requirements) owing to the increased variance in network latency. Although advances in network hardware (e.g., 100-Gb optical fiber and 5G wireless connections) have reduced data transmission time, there is an increasing impact on the execution time variance owing to the lengthened (and increasingly complex) network protocol stacks in virtualized environments.
End-to-end execution time variance in n-tier systems often follows a negative exponential distribution with a long tail, e.g., with the dominant majority of requests returning within a few milliseconds, but with a small percentage taking a much longer time (in the order of seconds). We acknowledge that there are many speculated sources of long-tail latency [1] and confirmed sources, such as the queueing effects caused by millibottlenecks on resources that include CPUs, memory, and I/O [2] - [4] . In this paper, we focus on the variances introduced by the network protocol stacks, which are considerable in commodity hosted VM environments such as Linux KVM.
When we run RT servers and non-RT servers together in a hosted VM environment, we give higher priorities to the threads of the RT servers. Nonetheless, non-RT servers can interfere with RT servers and cause variances to the latter's response times. This means that there exist priority inversion problems in the message processing path from interrupts to the RT servers. It is not trivial to find such priority inversion problems in complex network stacks of hosted VM environments.
We performed experiments and analyzed the message processing path of RT and non-RT servers in vanilla (non-RT) Linux and two production RT methods for Linux. We found three major sources of variances. Two are priority inversion problems during interrupt handling in the host operating system (OS) and one is cache pollution by co-located non-RT servers (Section II). Vanilla Linux has a priority inversion problem in interrupt handling and executes interrupt handlers first, prior to any high-priority processes including threads of virtual machines (Section II-A). One production method for Linux uses the PREEMPT_RT patch [5] , which executes interrupt handlers by threads with their own priorities and addresses this priority inversion problem (Section II-B). We call this method the threaded interrupt handling method. Whereas threaded interrupt handling eliminates the first priority inversion problem, the second one in softirq handling of the host kernel remains (Section II-C). The second production method allocates an exclusive CPU to a group of host RT threads. We call this method the exclusive CPU method (Section II-D). Although the exclusive CPU method removes the second priority inversion problem, it has two disadvantages: low utilization of exclusive RT CPUs and low throughput of co-located non-RT servers. Furthermore, this method has the same cache pollution problem that the threaded interrupt handling method has (Section II-E).
To solve these problems, we propose a new approach to an RT network stack in a Linux KVM-based virtual machine environment. We call our approach the ''socket outsourcing with partitioned RT softirq handling'' method or the outsourcing method for short. First, we address the priority inversion problem in the interrupt-first host kernel using the PREEMPT_RT patch (Section II-B). Next, we address the priority inversion problem in the host's softirq handling by dividing softirq handling into RT and non-RT (Section III-A). Finally, we mitigate the cache pollution problem and prevent the priority inversion problem in a guest's softirq handling by extending socket outsourcing [6] (Section III-C).
The main contribution of the paper is an experimental demonstration showing that RT network stacks are achievable by using the outsourcing method, whose implementation requires small modifications to Linux KVM, a commodity OS-based VM environment. Compared to the threaded interrupt handling method, the outsourcing method reduced the standard deviation of the latencies of a simple RT server by a factor of 6. At the same time, the outsourcing method improved the non-RT throughput by up to 5.6% with 32% lower CPU utilization. Compared to the exclusive CPU method, the outsourcing method reduced the standard deviation by a factor of 2 and avoided low utilization of the exclusive RT CPU (Section IV-B). Moreover, the outsourcing method was effective for running two time-sensitive applications: a Voice-over-IP (VoIP) server and a key-value store server (Section IV-G).
The outsourcing method was more scalable in terms of the number of RT VMs. Our experimental results showed that a four-CPU host was able to execute 40 RT VMs using the outsourcing method while maintaining the throughputs of non-RT servers.
This paper builds on of our research [7] and incorporates the following updates:
1) Evaluation of scalability in the number of RT VMs.
2) Detailed analysis of message processing paths of an RT server. This clarifies sources of latency and latency variances. 3) Detailed analyses of message processing paths of a non-RT server. This clarifies the interferences caused by co-located non-RT servers. 4) Evaluation of the extended socket outsourcing by comparing with conventional socket outsourcing. In addition, we have fixed some problems in priority parameters and performed all experiments again.
II. FINDING CAUSES OF LATENCY VARIANCES IN VANILLA LINUX AND TWO PRODUCTION RT METHODS
In this section, we illustrate the causes of latency variances in vanilla Linux and two representative production RT methods. We use a typical virtual machine environment that hosts two types of servers ( Figure 1 ):
• Critical RT server. Receives requests from clients occasionally and sends response messages to the clients. It requires short and consistent response times.
• Heavy Receiver. Receives messages persistently from clients at the maximum speed and stresses the receiver-side of the network stack. However, it does not send response messages. A Heavy Receiver requires high throughput. In this figure, we run one of these servers in an individual VM. Each VM has one or two vCPUs, which are implemented by a host thread called vCPU thread. The VM of each Heavy Receiver has a single vCPU thread with a normal priority. The VM of the Critical RT server has two vCPUs, as in [8] . One is a non-RT vCPU thread with a normal priority and executes system tasks (e.g., housekeeping tasks) in the guest. The other is an RT vCPU thread with a high RT priority, 1 and executes the Critical RT server in the guest. We assume that a Critical RT server requires a small amount of the CPU resources and the Heavy Receivers use the rest of the CPU resources.
In Figure 1 , the host is connected to the following two networks:
• The RT network. The bandwidth and delay and are guaranteed as in [9] - [12] . The network interface card (NIC) to this network is labeled as RT NIC.
• The non-RT network. This is a best-effort network.
In Figure 1 , each VM has a vNIC thread that executes a backend network driver of the VM. The host directs messages from the RT network to the Critical RT server and those from the non-RT network to either of the Heavy Receivers. The vNIC thread of a Heavy Receiver runs with a normal priority, whereas that of the Critical RT server runs with a high RT priority.
A. THE PRIORITY INVERSION PROBLEM IN THE INTERRUPT-FIRST HOST KERNEL OF VANILLA LINUX
In this subsection, we describe the priority inversion problem in the interrupt handling of vanilla Linux. Figure 2a illustrates the interrupt handling of the RT and non-RT NIC in vanilla Linux. Each NIC has two interrupt handlers: the hard Interrupt Request (IRQ) handler and the softirq handler. The former executes the essential interrupt tasks while interrupts from the device are disabled. In contrast, the latter executes the rest of the interrupt tasks, including heavy TCP and bridge processing, typically after enabling interrupts. Drivers of high-performance NICs can use the polling mode [13] . The softirq handler of such a driver drains packets from a NIC while interrupts from the NIC are disabled. After that, the driver enables interrupts and hands control over to the upper layers.
A device driver can create multiple hard IRQ and softirq handlers for receiving multiple messages in parallel. For example, the device driver of the Intel ×520 NIC creates multiple hard IRQ and softirq handlers (up to 64) for multiple CPU cores [14] . In Figure 2a , each device driver in the host OS has two hard IRQ and two softirq instances for the two physical CPUs. On the other hand, each device driver in a guest OS is a paravirtual driver and creates a single hard IRQ and a softirq handler.
A NIC injects IRQs into arbitrary CPUs by default. In Figure 2a , when a CPU receives an IRQ from a NIC in the host OS, the CPU suspends the current running process and executes the hard IRQ handler that is bound to the CPU. Each CPU has its own instance of the softirq mechanism 1 The Linux kernel executes the processes with a high RT priority in preference to the processes with a normal priority. The processes with a normal priority are scheduled by the Completely Fair Scheduler.
with per-CPU variables, and multiple NIC drivers share these instances. The CPU receives the IRQ from the NIC and executes both the hard IRQ and the softirq handler for cache affinity. This is implemented through the poll_list, which is a per-CPU variable in the softirq mechanism and contains softirq handlers with interrupt tasks. The hard IRQ handler of a NIC inserts the RT softirq handler into the poll_list of the current CPU. After completing the hard IRQ handler, the CPU enters its instance of the softirq mechanism. The CPU acquires the lock of the instance called softirq_lock, executes each pending softirq handler in the poll_list, and releases the softirq_lock. In a guest OS of Figure 2a , on the other hand, each VM has a single vNIC with a hard IRQ and a softirq handler. The vNIC of the Critical RT server injects virtual interrupts into the RT vCPU, and this vCPU executes the hard IRQ and softirq handlers in the RT guest OS.
This interrupt handling has a priority inversion problem. That is, the kernel of vanilla Linux executes interrupt handlers first, prior to user processes. In Figure 2a , for instance, while the host kernel is executing the RT vCPU thread with a high priority, the kernel can execute the hard IRQ and softirq handlers of a non-RT NIC. We address this priority inversion problem in this paper.
This interrupt handling mechanism increases the latency variance of the RT server. On the other hand, this mechanism has an advantage in that it can yield high CPU utilization and high throughput because all CPUs execute any vCPU and vNIC threads.
In a typical hosted VM environment, a network message is handled by both the host kernel and a guest kernel. This often causes extra message copying. In Figure 2a , a vNIC thread of the host kernel and a guest kernel perform message copying. Section II-E will discuss this copying problem.
B. THREADED INTERRUPT HANDLING METHOD
To address the priority inversion problem discussed in Section II-A, a production method uses the PREEMPT_RT patch [5] . We call this method the threaded interrupt handling method. Applying the PREEMPT_RT patch transforms the kernel into a more preemptible one because of the following characteristics:
• Interrupt handlers are executed by threads (interrupt handler threads). When a CPU receives an interrupt, the CPU wakes an interrupt thread, which executes the corresponding hard IRQ and softirq handlers.
• The patch translates spin locks into mutexes that implement a priority inheritance protocol. Figure 2b illustrates interrupt handling in the threaded interrupt handling method. Because this host has two physical CPUs, the driver of each NIC creates two interrupt handler threads for the two CPUs. Each interrupt handler thread is bound to one CPU.
This method eliminates the priority inversion problem in Section II-A as follows. Each interrupt handler thread executes the hard IRQ and softirq handlers with its own priority. In Figure 2b , for example, the interrupt handler thread of the non-RT NIC has a normal priority and does not preempt the threads of the RT VM. In addition, because all CPUs execute any vCPU and vNIC threads as in vanilla Linux, this method can also produce high CPU utilization and high throughput, as vanilla Linux does.
C. THE PRIORITY INVERSION IN THE SOFTIRQ MECHANISM OF LINUX
The threaded interrupt handling method eliminates the priority inversion problem discussed in Section II-A. However, another type of priority inversion problem remains in the softirq handling of Linux. We have found this through analyzing the message processing path from interrupts to the RT servers using KernelShark [15] . 2 Figure 3 shows a trace of interrupt handling using the threaded interrupt handling method. As shown in this figure, while the CPU was executing a user process, a non-RT NIC injected an IRQ to the CPU. Then, the CPU woke the interrupt handler thread of the non-RT NIC driver, and this thread executed the non-RT hard IRQ handler. The interrupt handler thread of the non-RT driver placed the non-RT softirq handler into the CPU's poll_list. Next, the interrupt handler thread of the non-RT driver entered the softirq mechanism of the CPU. The thread of the non-RT driver acquired the softirq_lock of the CPU and executed the non-RT softirq handler.
In Figure 3 , while the CPU was executing the non-RT softirq handler, an RT NIC injected an IRQ to the CPU. The CPU preempted the interrupt handler of the non-RT driver and woke the interrupt handler thread of the RT NIC driver. Because the interrupt handler thread of the RT NIC driver had a higher priority than that of the non-RT driver, the CPU executed the former thread. This thread executed the RT hard IRQ handler, which inserted the RT softirq handler into the poll_list of the CPU.
Next, the interrupt handler thread of the RT NIC driver entered the softirq mechanism of the CPU. This thread attempted to acquire the softirq_lock. However, it was already locked by the non-RT interrupt handler thread. Therefore, the CPU suspended the interrupt handler thread of the RT NIC driver and executed the interrupt handler thread of the non-RT NIC driver. This thread then executed the non-RT softirq handler. At this time, this thread executed the non-RT softirq handler with a high priority based on the priority inheritance protocol. The interrupt handler thread of the RT NIC driver 2 Unlike a hardware monitor in Section IV-A or lightweight probes in Section IV-D, these results included large problem effects. with a higher priority had to wait until the non-RT thread with a lower priority finished. This indicates that there was a priority inversion.
Next, in Figure 3 , the non-RT softirq handler exceeded the execution quota limit in the number of iterations. Therefore, the interrupt handler thread of the non-RT driver placed the non-RT softirq handler at the end of the poll_list, released the softirq_lock, and went to sleep. Because the softirq_lock was released, the interrupt handler thread of the RT NIC driver became executable and the CPU executed it. The RT NIC driver thread acquired the softirq_lock and executed the RT softirq handler. This handler processed network messages from the RT NIC, placed them in a queue, and then woke the RT vNIC thread. Next, the RT interrupt handler thread obtained the non-RT softirq handler from the poll_list and executed it with high priority. This means that there was a virtual priority inversion because the RT vNIC thread had to wait. Finally, the interrupt handler thread finished the non-RT softirq handler, released the softirq_lock, and yielded the CPU to the vNIC thread.
D. EXCLUSIVE CPU METHOD
Section II-C described the priority inversion in the softirq mechanism of Linux. A popular production technique eliminates this by allocating an exclusive CPU to a group of RT threads in commodity hosted environments [8] , [16] , [17] . In this paper, we call this technique the exclusive CPU method. Figure 2b illustrates interrupt handling in the exclusive CPU method. In this method, we allocate an exclusive CPU (labeled as RT CPU) to a group of threads that execute the tasks of the Critical RT server. The driver of the RT NIC has a single interrupt thread, hard IRQ handler, and softirq handler. The RT NIC injects interrupts only to the RT CPU. The RT CPU executes this interrupt thread, the RT vNIC thread, and the RT vCPU in the host.
On the other hand, the driver of the non-RT NIC has its own set of a single interrupt thread, hard IRQ handler, and softirq handler. These are shared by the VMs of the two Heavy Receivers. The non-RT NIC injects interrupts only to the non-RT CPU. This means that interrupt handling of the non-RT NIC driver never disturbs that of the RT NIC driver. Therefore, there is no priority inversion problem as discussed in Section II-C in the exclusive CPU method.
Although this method can achieve a consistently low latency, it has a drawback. Because RT CPUs do not help in the execution of non-RT threads, this method yields lower CPU utilization.
E. CACHE POLLUTION BY CO-LOCATED NON-RT SERVERS
When we run RT servers and non-RT servers together in a virtual machine environment, as shown in Figure 1 , we can control the allocation of CPU (cores) using priorities of threads and CPU isolation. On the other hand, it is not trivial to control the Last Level Cache (LLC) without recent advanced hardware support, such as Intel's Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) [18] and ARM's Cache Lockdown [19] .
For example, Intel Core i7 does not have such capability. In such an environment, co-located non-RT servers pollute the LLC and interfere with RT servers. In Figure 2b , for example, the Heavy Receivers are receiving a large number of messages persistently from clients. In a regular hosted VM environment, this causes same-message copying in both the vNIC threads and guest OSs. This duplicated copying pollutes the LLC, which causes latency variance in the Critical RT server.
It is worth mentioning that not only the threaded interrupt handling method but also the exclusive CPU method has this problem. We cannot dedicate a partition of LLC to RT servers without advanced hardware support. In the next section, we propose a software-based method for mitigating this LLC pollution problem. This method works in commodity hosted VM environments without requiring such advanced hardware support.
III. OUTSOURCING METHOD
In Section II-B and Section II-D, we have described two production RT methods, namely, the threaded interrupt handling method and the exclusive CPU method. In this section, we describe our proposed method, the ''socket outsourcing with partitioned RT softirq handling'' method or the outsourcing method for short. Figure 2d shows the interrupt handling of the outsourcing method. Similar to the threaded interrupt handling method, this method avoids the priority inversion problem in the interrupt-first host kernel, described in Section II-A, by using the PREEMPT_RT patch and assigning high priorities to RT threads. Second, this method avoids the priority inversion problem in the host's softirq handling, described in Section II-C, by dividing softirq handling into RT and non-RT types (Section III-A). Lastly, this method mitigates the LLC pollution problem described in Section II-E and avoids the priority inversion problem in a guest's softirq handling by extending conventional socket outsourcing [6] (Section III-C).
A. DIVIDING SOFTIRQ HANDLING INTO RT AND NON-RT TYPES
The outsourcing method divides the poll_list of the softirq mechanism into the following two types (Figure 2d ).
• (non-RT) poll_list: The poll_list for non-RT softirq handlers.
• rt_poll_list: The poll_list for RT softirq handlers. Similarly, we divide the softirq_lock into two locks: (non-RT) softirq_lock and rt_softirq_lock. Figure 4 shows a KernelShark trace of interrupt handling using the outsourcing method. As in Figure 3 in Section II-C, this CPU received two IRQs. The first was from the non-RT NIC and the second was from the RT NIC.
First, the CPU performed typical functions until the IRQ from the RT NIC arrived. The CPU woke the interrupt handler thread of the non-RT NIC driver, and this thread executed the non-RT hard IRQ handler. The interrupt handler thread of the non-RT driver inserted the non-RT softirq handler into the CPU's non-RT poll_list.
Next, the interrupt handler thread of the non-RT driver entered the softirq mechanism of the CPU. The thread of the non-RT driver acquired the non-RT softirq_lock of the CPU and executed the non-RT softirq handler.
In Figure 4 , while the CPU was executing the non-RT softirq handler, an RT NIC injected an IRQ into the CPU. The CPU preempted the interrupt handler of the non-RT driver and woke the interrupt handler thread of the RT NIC driver. Because the interrupt handler thread of the RT NIC driver had a higher priority than that of the non-RT driver, the CPU executed the former thread. This thread executed the RT hard IRQ handler, which inserted the RT softirq handler into the rt_poll_list instead of the non-RT poll_list.
Next, the interrupt handler thread of the RT NIC driver entered the softirq mechanism of the CPU. Unlike in Figure 3 , this thread acquired the rt_softirq_lock instead of the softirq_lock and executed the RT softirq handler. In contrast to the threaded interrupt handling method in Figure 3 , this thread executed the RT softirq handler but did not execute the non-RT softirq handler because the rt_poll_list only contained the RT softirq handler. This handler processed network messages from the RT NIC, placed them in a queue, and then woke the RT vNIC thread. Finally, the interrupt handler thread finished the softirq handler, released the rt_softirq_lock, and the CPU became available to the RT vCPU thread. In contrast to Figure 3 , Figure 4 indicates no priority inversion in the softirq handling.
We have implemented this softirq mechanism in Linux. First, we have added the rt_poll_list and rt_softirq_lock to softnet_data, which is a per-CPU variable in the softirq mechanism. Next, we have copied the base functions of poll_list and softirq_lock, modified them slightly, and obtained those for RT. For example, we have copied the net_rx_ action() function that processes the softirq handlers in the poll_list. We have modified the function to use the rt_poll_list instead of poll_list and obtained rt_net_rx_ action(). Finally, we have changed the function napi_ schedule_irqoff(), which is used by hard IRQ handlers to place corresponding softirq handlers in the poll_list.
We have modified this function to use either the rt_poll_list or non-RT poll_list according to the priority of the calling interrupt handler thread. Because we did not change the interface of napi_schedule_irqoff(), we can reuse the existing device drivers of NICs without any changes. 3 We have added the sysctl parameter net.core.rtnet_prio for choosing either the rt_poll_list or the non-RT poll_list. For example, if a system administrator sets the parameter with the command sysctl -w net.core.rtnet_prio=47, interrupt handler threads with a priority higher or equal to 47 use the rt_poll_list in napi_schedule_irqoff().
These modifications required changing 150 lines of code and they are independent of the virtual machine monitor, Linux KVM. They can also reduce the latency of RT servers in non-virtualized environments and container-based virtual environments.
B. CONVENTIONAL SOCKET OUTSOURCING
To overcome the cache pollution problem and the priority inversion problem in a guest, we extend socket outsourcing [6] . Socket outsourcing is a technique used to realize fast networking, similar to paravirtualization. However, it differs in that socket outsourcing delegates high-level operations from a guest kernel to the host kernel while paravirtualization performs driver-level operations. For example, when a guest user process issues the recvfrom() system call, the guest kernel delegates its processing to the host. The network stack of the host receives messages from a NIC and passes them to the guest process directly.
The implementation of socket outsourcing uses Virtual Machine Remote Procedure Call (VMRPC) [6] as a communication mechanism between a guest kernel and the host kernel in a hosted VM environment. In VMRPC, a client in a guest kernel sends request messages to a server in the host kernel, and the server in the host kernel sends back the response messages to the client in the guest kernel. These request and response messages of VMRPC are transferred using the shared memory between guest and host.
Similar to execution of system calls and regular Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) in distributed systems, VMRPC blocks clients. This means that a straightforward invocation stops the entire guest process of a client until the server of the host sends back a response message. To address this problem, conventional socket outsourcing makes use of virtual interrupts. For example, when a client in a guest performs a VMRPC to the procedure recvfrom() in the host server, the procedure should not block. Even though there is no message, this procedure returns immediately. The guest client puts the current process into sleep mode and changes the context to another process. When a message arrives at the host, the host's server sends a virtual interrupt into the guest. The interrupt handler of the guest wakes the receiving process and the process calls the procedure recvfrom() in the host again.
The current production RT methods, i.e., the threaded interrupt handling method and the exclusive CPU method, perform message copying two times. One occurs from the host kernel to a guest kernel, and the other occurs from the guest kernel to a guest user process. In contrast, socket outsourcing requires message copying only once, from the host kernel to a guest user process. When a guest process invokes receive and send procedures (e.g. recvfrom() and sendto()), the host translates the address of the buffer in the guest user process to that in the host kernel. The host performs these socket procedures in the same way as for regular user processes.
We have realized socket outsourcing in various guest operating systems, including Windows and NetBSD [6] . We used socket outsourcing for improving security through natural diversity, as well. We can run Internet Information Services (IIS) of a Windows guest using the network stack of the Linux host. In this case, we can defend against attacking the network stack of Windows.
C. RT SOCKET OUTSOURCING
Conventional socket outsourcing can face the priority inversion problem in the softirq mechanism as described in Section II-C because it makes use of virtual interrupts as described in Section III-B. We avoid this problem by removing interrupt handling from a guest OS for receiving RT messages. We call this new mechanism RT socket outsourcing.
We implement RT socket outsourcing by extending the idle process. In Linux, the idle process is a special kernel thread, and the scheduler executes the idle process when there is no runnable process in the ready queue. The idle process usually executes the halt instruction, and this stops the physical CPU if this is executed in the host. The CPU will resume when the CPU receives an interrupt. In RT socket outsourcing, the idle process in the guest OS also executes the halt instruction and this places the vCPU thread into sleep mode in the host.
When the host receives a new message, the host vCPU thread wakes. This vCPU thread enters the virtual machine and executes the next instruction of the halt instruction in the idle process. The extended idle process in RT socket outsourcing reads an event queue and the states of the sockets in the shared memory. Next, the extended idle process makes the receiving process runnable and returns to the scheduler. The scheduler finds the receiving process immediately without interrupt handling and executes the process.
This mechanism has an advantage in that the receiving process does not disturb a running RT server. In other words, the guest kernel handles messages for an RT server in a firstin-first-out (FIFO) manner. When the RT server is processing a previous request message and a new message arrives, the guest kernel does not handle the new message immediately. The guest kernel handles it when the RT server completes processing the previous message and issues a system VOLUME 6, 2018 call to receive a new message or if the guest kernel becomes idle.
We have decided to modify the idle process because of the following reasons. The idle process is a safe point that watches not only the events for sockets but also the regular interrupts. We did not have to modify the existing interrupt handling process on a guest OS. For example, a guest OS can handle timer interrupts and inter-processor interrupts in the idle process. Section IV-C compares this RT socket outsourcing with conventional interrupt-based socket outsourcing.
We implemented RT socket outsourcing mainly as loadable kernel modules. The kernel module for a guest overrides the functions of the socket layer. Overridden functions send requests to the server in the host using VMRPCs. The kernel module for the host is the server that handles any requests from the guest. We also extended the idle process in the guest. This idle process calls a function that examines the event queue and the states of the sockets in the shared memory.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In Section III, we have described our proposed outsourcing method. In this section, we evaluate the outsourcing method by comparing it with the two production RT methods. First, we performed experiments using a simple RT server to show that the outsourcing method was able to reduce the latency and latency variances by eliminating the causes of the problems discussed in Section II. We also analyzed the execution paths of the outsourcing method and other production RT methods. Next, we ran a Voice-over-IP (VoIP) server and a key-value store server as an RT server. Finally, we evaluated scalability of the outsourcing method in the number of RT VMs.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR RUNNING A SIMPLE RT SERVER
We have performed experiments using a simple RT server in the experimental environment shown in Figure 5 . First, we ran netperf [20] as the Critical RT server. We have slightly modified the client of netperf, which sent requests at random inter-arrival times ranging from 1 to 10 ms using UDP. We used iperf [21] in server mode as a Heavy Receiver. A Heavy Sender was the client of iperf and it transmitted messages persistently using TCP at the maximum speed.
We emphasize that varying inter-arrival times caused a similar impact to the LLC as varying the non-RT workload. If the heavy sender sends messages at a fixed rate, its impact to the LLC is unchanged. Such a fixed impact can lead to steady results. We should avoid this (by using random intervals) because we measure the latency variance using these RT methods. We could vary the non-RT workload by changing the client of iperf. However, this was not easy. Therefore, we decided to mimic varying the non-RT workload throughput by varying inter-arrival times of the RT client, which was easy to do. When a client of the Critical RT server sent request messages at a shorter inter-arrival time, the LLC retained more contents of the Critical RT server. This means that the load of the non-RT Heavy Receiver was lower. When the client sent messages at a longer inter-arrival time, the LLC retained fewer contents of the Critical RT server. This means that the load of the non-RT Heavy Receiver was higher.
As shown in Figure 5 , the host of the VMs was connected with three networks. One was an RT network and the other two were non-RT networks. All the networks consisted of 10GBASE-LR Ethernets over optical fibers. We used Intel ×520 Ethernet converged network adapters as the NICs. We connected the VM host to two non-RT network links to use up the CPU resources of the host. We performed a preparatory experiment and found that using a single link was not sufficient to use up the CPU resources because the bottleneck was the network link. The maximum transfer unit (MTU) of these networks was set to the default value, 1500 bytes.
We measured the latency, e.g., the response times of the Critical RT server at the RT network, with a hardware monitor (an Endace DAG 10×2-S card [22] ). We chose to use the hardware monitor because it had no probe effect. The RT network in Figure 5 consisted of two optical links. Each link had an optical splitter that divides signals into two destinations. One destination was a network peer and the other destination was the hardware monitor. The hardware monitor took both the request and the response packets, timestamped them at a resolution of 4 ns, and saved them into a file. Note that the obtained results included delays in the NIC of the server, but did not include any delays on the client side.
In the experiments, we used the physical machine in Table 1 . The CPUs were Intel Core i7. We activated two of four cores of the VM host to measure response times for a single RT server. In the exclusive CPU method, we allocated a CPU as the non-RT CPU and another CPU as the RT CPU. This RT CPU ran a group of RT threads as discussed in Section II-D. In other methods including vanilla Linux, both CPUs ran any threads. We activated all the cores of the other machines. The OSs running on the physical machine were Linux 4.1 except for the packet monitor. The machine for the packet monitor ran on Linux 3.16. The version of all guest OSs was Linux 4.1.
To eliminate fluctuations in the hardware, we turned off the following hardware features: Hyper-Threading, TurboBoost, and C-States. 4 Further, we used the CONFIG_NO_HZ_FULL option in both the host and the guest kernel of the Critical RT server. This reduced the number of clock ticks in the physical CPU and vCPU.
In these experiments, we set high priorities to the RT threads and normal priorities to non-RT threads. Table 2 presents the scheduling policies and priorities of these threads. The threads with the FIFO scheduling policy have higher priorities than threads with the normal scheduling policy. Within the FIFO scheduling policy, a larger priority value indicates a higher priority. As described in Section III-A, we set sysctl -w net.core.rtnet_prio=47 and made the RT IRQ handler use the rt_poll_list.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING A SIMPLE RT SERVER
We ran the simple RT server as in Section IV-A for 30 s using the following methods: 4 C-states are CPU modes for saving power. C-state transitions degrade the performance of RT servers. We turned off C-states in the BIOS and in the Linux kernel using the parameters intel_idle.max_cstate=0 and idle=poll. • (non-RT) Vanilla Linux.
• The threaded interrupt handling method.
• The exclusive CPU method.
• The outsourcing method. We obtained the latencies, the response times of the RT server shown in Figure 6 , with the hardware monitor as described in Section IV-A. Table 3 summarizes the statistical values (the mean, 99 th percentile, and standard deviation (SD)). At the same time, we measured the total throughputs of the Heavy Receivers and the CPU utilization of the VM host. These results are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 , respectively. Vanilla Linux and the threaded interrupt handling method had high latency variance, as shown in Figure 6a and Figure 6b . In terms of the 99 th percentile, the threaded interrupt handling method was better than vanilla Linux, as shown in Table 3 . The total throughputs of the Heavy Receivers were high, as shown in Figure 7 . They were 18.8 Gbps and 17.8 Gbps with the two 10-Gbps links. Figure 8 illustrates that vanilla Linux had spare CPU resources for running all the servers (the single Critical RT server and the two Heavy Receivers). The threaded interrupt handling method required more CPU resources than vanilla Linux owing to the overhead produced by thread context switching.
The exclusive CPU method reduced the latency variance, as shown in Figure 6c compared with the previous two methods. The 99 th percentile and standard deviation were around half of the previous two methods. However, the CPU utilization of the exclusive RT CPU was low, as shown in Figure 8 . This bounded the total throughput to 10.4 Gbps.
The outsourcing method produced the lowest latency and latency variance among these methods, as shown in Figure 6d and Table 3 . The mean, 99 th percentile, and standard deviation were less than half of the exclusive CPU method. Furthermore, the outsourcing method produced the same high throughput of 18.8 Gbps with a lower CPU utilization than vanilla Linux.
In summary, compared to the threaded interrupt handling method, the outsourcing method reduced the standard deviation of the latencies of a simple RT server by a factor of 6 with 5.6% higher throughput and 32% lower CPU utilization. Compared to the exclusive CPU method, the outsourcing method had a lower standard deviation and a higher total throughput (by a factor of 2), and avoided low utilization of the RT CPU.
C. EFFECTS OF INDIVIDUAL TECHNIQUES
The outsourcing method comprises two techniques: adding the rt_poll_list (Section III-A) and RT socket outsourcing (Section III-C). We performed the same experiments as in Section IV-A by enabling one of two techniques at a time. Figure 9a shows the result using both techniques, and Figures 9b and 9c show the results using one of the two techniques without the other. When we enabled only one of the two techniques, we obtained larger variances of the response times than those obtained using both techniques.
In Section III-C, we described how to extend the idle process to eliminate virtual interrupt handling from a guest OS. We compared these two mechanisms using the same experiments as in Section IV-A. Figure 9a and Figure 9d show the results. Using the extended idle process (Figure 9a) showed better real-time characteristics than using virtual interrupts (Figure 9d ).
D. PROCESSING PATH ANALYSIS WITH LIGHTWEIGHT PROBES
We analyzed the processing path of request messages from the RT NIC to the Critical RT server and their corresponding response messages from the Critical RT server to the RT NIC in detail using lightweight probes.
1) MEASURING LATENCIES WITH LIGHTWEIGHT PROBES
We have implemented lightweight probes for measuring latencies of components in hosted VM environments. Every lightweight probe is identified by a unique number. When a lightweight probe is executed, the probe takes a timestamp from the CPU instruction ''read time-stamp counter (rdtsc)'' and places the timestamp and its identification number into a buffer in the kernel memory. When the experiment finishes, the buffer is dumped into a file.
We measured the probe effect of lightweight probes using the hardware monitor (Endace DAG 10×2-S card). The probe effect was less than 0.5 µs when using four lightweight probes.
2) RESULTS OF PROCESSING PATH ANALYSIS
We divided the processing path into the following segments ( Figure 10 ):
• Host receive: Host execution from the receipt of an IRQ to a VM entry.
• Guest: Guest execution from the VM entry to a VM exit when sending a message.
• Host send: Host execution from the VM exit to a message transmission to a NIC. We inserted a lightweight probe at the beginning of each segment and at the end of the message transmission. Next, we repeated the experiments in Section IV-A. Figure 11a shows the results using vanilla Linux. By comparing Figures 11b, 11c , and 11d, we identified that most of the latency variances were located in the ''host receive'' segment and the ''guest'' segment. We found the two priority inversion problems in the ''host receive'' segment as described in Section II-A and Section II-C. These priority inversion problems were not present when using the exclusive CPU method, as described in Section II-D, and when using the outsourcing method, as described in Section III.
The threaded interrupt handling method and the exclusive CPU method had higher latency variances in the ''guest'' segment than the outsourcing method. This is because the execution of the non-RT Heavy Receivers polluted the LLC and removed the contents of the Critical RT servers.
E. CACHE POLLUTION IN THE RT METHODS
Using the same experiments as in Section IV-A, we analyzed the impact on the LLC. We obtained the numbers of cache references and misses using the perf command of Linux [23] . This command uses the hardware performance counters of cache references and cache misses. We calculated the cache miss ratio by dividing the number of cache misses by the number of references. Figure 12 presents the results of these experiments. The cache pollution when using the outsourcing method was the lowest among the three methods because message processing had a smaller memory footprint. The cache pollution problem existed in the exclusive CPU method, as the Heavy Receivers also interfered with the execution of the Critical RT server because the RT CPU shared the LLC with the non-RT CPU.
F. MESSAGE PROCESSING PATHS OF NON-RT SERVER
The outsourcing method shortens the message processing path of co-located non-RT servers and reduces cache pollution by the non-RT servers. In this section, we analyze the message processing paths of a Heavy Receiver and confirm the reduction of cache pollution by using the same experiments as in Section IV-A. Figure 13 compares the message processing paths using the threaded interrupt handling method and the outsourcing method. We obtained execution times by using the lightweight probes, as indicated in Section IV-D. In Figure 13 , ''User process'' and ''Socket processing'' mean the execution of the Heavy Receiver and system call layer in a kernel. Figure 13b has two ''Socket processing'' executions. The upper one is the execution in the guest kernel and the lower one is that of the host kernel. In Figure 13 , message copying is marked with diagonal lines. Figure 13a illustrates the message processing path using the threaded interrupt handling method. In this method, message copying was performed two times, i.e., once between the host kernel and a guest kernel in the vNIC thread, and another from the guest kernel to the guest user process in the guest OS. By contrast, Figure 13b illustrates the message processing path using the outsourcing method. In this method, message copying was performed once, from the host kernel to the guest user process.
G. APPLICATION BENCHMARKS
In previous sections, we ran netperf as a Critical RT server and analyzed the fundamental features of RT methods. In this section, we ran two time-sensitive applications as a Critical RT server and compared these RT methods. The experimental environment and configurations were the same as those in Section IV-A.
1) A VOICE-OVER-IP (VOIP) SERVER
We ran a VoIP server as a Critical RT server and measured the forward delays of the VoIP server. The VoIP server was Kamailio [24] , which exchanges messages based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [25] . We ran two SIPp [26] instances as communication peers of the Kamailio server in a remote machine. One instance acted as a user agent client (UAC) and the other acted as a user agent server (UAS). The VoIP server relayed messages between the UAC and the UAS.
Using the hardware monitor (Endace DAG 10×2-S card), we obtained the forward delays between the message that the VoIP server received and the message that the VoIP server sent during SIP calls. A single SIP call required forwarding VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 11. Latencies in three segments of the processing path of RT messages.
of the following six messages by the VoIP server.
1) An INVITE message from the UAC to UAS. (At this time, the server also sent a TRYING message to the UAC.) 2) A RINGING message from the UAS to the UAC. 3) An OK message from the UAS to the UAC. 4) An ACK message from the UAC to the UAS. 5) A BYE message from the UAC to the UAS. 6) An OK message from the UAS to the UAC.
Similar to using the modified netperf client in Section IV-A, we used a modified SIPp program. The modified SIPp program initiated SIP calls at random rates ranging from 17 to 167 calls per second. This means that the server forwarded 100 to 1000 messages per second. We ran the same Heavy Receivers employed in the previous experiments. Figure 14 illustrates the percentiles (50 th , 99 th , and 99.9 th ) of the forward delays. The outsourcing method had the lowest tail latencies among the RT methods. In the 99 th percentiles O. F. Garcia et al.: Achieving Consistent RT Latency at Scale in a Commodity VM Environment results, for instance, the outsourcing method had 63% lower latency than the threaded interrupt handling method and 27% lower latency than the exclusive CPU method.
2) MEMCACHED
We ran Memcached [27] as a Critical RT server. Memcached is a distributed key-value store that is widely used for caching. The benchmark program was memaslap [28] , which was executed in a remote machine.
Similar to using the modified netperf client in Section IV-A, we modified memaslap. The modified memaslap sent requests at random intervals ranging from 100 to 1000 requests per second. The size of a key was 64 bytes, and the size of the request value was 1024 bytes. Memaslap sent GET/SET requests at a ratio of 9:1. We measured the response times of the GET requests using the hardware monitor (Endace DAG 10×2-S card). We ran the same Heavy Receivers employed in the previous experiments. Figure 15 illustrates the percentiles (50 th , 99 th , and 99.9 th ) of the response times. The outsourcing method produced the best results among those RT methods. In the 99 th percentiles results, the outsourcing method exhibited 67% and 46% lower latency than the threaded interrupt handling method and the exclusive CPU method, respectively. 
H. SCALABILITY OF RT VIRTUAL MACHINES
In Sections IV-B to IV-G, we fixed the number of RT VMs to one and we compared the latencies and the latency variances VOLUME 6, 2018 of the RT methods. In this section, we increase the number of RT VMs and evaluate the scalability of these methods.
In this section, we performed experiments using the same configuration as in the previous sections except that we set the number of active CPU cores to four. We ran a Heavy Receiver in a single non-RT VM, and we ran two non-RT VMs as in the previous sections. We ran a Critical RT server in a single RT VM and increased the number of RT VMs up to 100 for the threaded interrupt handling method and the outsourcing method, and up to three for the exclusive CPU method. For the exclusive CPU method, we assigned one CPU as a non-RT CPU and the remaining CPUs as RT CPUs. We set high priorities to the RT threads and normal priorities to non-RT threads, as listed in Table 2 . We ran the same number of clients in a remote machine as in the VMs. We measured the response times of the Critical RT servers using the hardware monitor (Endace DAG 10×2-S card).
Figures 16, 17 , and 18 show the experimental results. In these figures, the x-axis represents the number of RT VMs. Figure 16 shows the 99 th percentiles of the Critical RT response times, Figure 17 shows the total throughput of the non-RT Heavy Receivers, and Figure 18 shows the achievable CPU utilization.
As shown in Figure 16 , the exclusive CPU method did not scale. Both the threaded interrupt handling method and the outsourcing method scaled up to 100 VMs. The outsourcing method produced smaller latency variances of the Critical RT servers than the threaded interrupt handling method. As shown in Figures 17 and 18 , the outsourcing method achieved higher throughputs of the Heavy Receivers and lower CPU utilization than the threaded interrupt handling method. Furthermore, the outsourcing method maintained the total throughput of the Heavy Receivers up to 40 VMs, as shown in Figure 17 .
V. RELATED WORK
We described two current production RT methods in Sections II-B and II-D. Rostedt and Hart [5] , van Riel [8] , Christofferson [16] , and Crespo et al. [17] discussed the threaded interrupt handling method and the exclusive CPU method. We compared their performance with that of the outsourcing method in Section IV. In this section, we discuss other related work.
Improving network stacks of commodity operating systems is an important issue at any time as these systems evolve. Lazy receiver processing (LRP) [29] delays the interrupt handling of receiving processes in the 4.4 BSD OS until these receiving processes are scheduled according to the priority of the processes. The work in [30] prioritizes interrupt handling of Solaris for consistent latency of asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks. Some techniques enable user space applications to send and receive packets by polling mode and eliminate overheads of interrupt handling in operating systems. Polling threads [31] and Netmap [32] are examples of such user space I/O techniques. The data plane development kit (DPDK) is used not only for implementing network appliances, such as routers and content delivery networks (CDNs) but also for fast user space I/O in hosted virtual machine environments [33] . These efforts for improving network stacks have different goals and trade-offs between throughput and CPU utilization as well as latency and variance in latency. Required modifications to the respective commodity operating systems are also different.
To reduce host-guest memory copying in VM environments, some researchers proposed techniques based on memory sharing [34] - [36] . Although these approaches increase the throughput by avoiding message copying and reducing the number of VM context switches, they do not consider latency and latency variance.
The threaded interrupt handling and exclusive CPU methods are the favorite choices for adding RT support to current commodity OSs. RTLinux [37] and Time-Sensitive Linux (TSL) [38] are early examples, and Xenomai [39] is a more recent one. While these systems effectively reduced latency variance, the persistent evolution of the base operating system code introduces new sources of variance. In this paper, we tackle new sources of variance, the priority inversion in the softirq handling, and cache pollution, as described in Sections II-C and II-E.
Socket outsourcing and similar techniques [6] , [40] -[42] offload guests' high-level socket operations to the host. These techniques improve throughput by eliminating message copying and by sending TCP acknowledgment packets efficiently. XWAY [43] and XenVMC [44] implement a similar technique for co-located VMs in the Xen hypervisor. In these systems, the guest kernel intercepts socket calls. If the receiver is a co-located VM, messages are sent through shared memory. We adopted socket outsourcing to eliminate message copying and mitigate the cache pollution problem caused by the non-RT servers. Furthermore, we eliminated virtual interrupt handling, as described in Section III-C.
The proposals in [45] - [47] use advanced hardware facilities to improve mainly I/O throughputs in VM environments. This paper proposes a software-based method for consistent latency and compares it with other software-based methods for the same goal. Using software-based methods and advanced hardware facilities together for consistent latency is an interesting research topic for future work.
For realizing real-time characteristics at the network level, proposals such as those of [9] , [48] , and [49] have been proposed to control the bandwidth according to the priorities of the tenants. To avoid performance degradation and unpredictability, other proposals advocate using bare-metal clouds [50] - [52] . In this study, we eliminated priority inversion problems in complex network stacks in hosted virtual execution environments.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described the outsourcing method, which is a new approach for implementing real-time (RT) network stacks in a Linux KVM-based hosted environment. We evaluated the outsourcing method by comparing it with two representative production methods: the threaded interrupt handling method and the exclusive CPU method.
In this study, we ran a high priority RT server and low priority non-RT servers together using these RT methods and analyzed the host and guest kernels. First, we found that vanilla Linux as a host of virtual machines had a priority inversion between RT user processes and non-RT interrupt handling, and this introduced latency variance to the network protocol stack. Next, we confirmed that the threaded interrupt handling method, which makes use of the PREEMPT_RT patch, can eliminate this priority inversion. However, we found that there existed another priority inversion in the softirq handling by the host kernel. Next, we showed that the exclusive CPU method, which allocates an exclusive CPU to a group of RT threads, can remove the priority inversion in softirq handling. However, this method has disadvantages: low utilization of the exclusive processor and low total throughput of co-located non-RT servers. Furthermore, these existing RT methods have the cache pollution problem caused by co-located non-RT servers.
In this paper, we have shown that the outsourcing method can achieve consistent RT latency in a commodity virtual machine environment. This method consists of two techniques along with the existing PREEMPT_RT patch. The first technique divides the softirq handling into RT and non-RT types and removes the priority inversion in softirq handling by the host kernel. The second technique delegates the operations of a guest's network stack to the host of the virtual machine, and thus mitigates the cache pollution problem and removes the priority inversion in softirq handling of a guest kernel.
Compared to the threaded interrupt handling method, the outsourcing method reduced the standard deviation of the latencies of a simple RT server by a factor of 6. At the same time, the outsourcing method improved the throughputs of non-RT servers by up to 5.6% with 32% lower CPU utilization. Compared to the exclusive CPU method, the outsourcing method reduced the standard deviation by a factor of 2 and avoided low utilization of the exclusive CPU. Moreover, the outsourcing method was effective for running two time-sensitive applications: a Voice-over-IP (VoIP) server and a key-value store server.
In this paper, we have shown that the outsourcing method has scalability in terms of the number of RT virtual machines. A four-CPU host was able to execute 40 RT VMs of simple RT servers using the outsourcing method while maintaining the throughputs of non-RT servers. The outsourcing method was more scalable than the threaded interrupt handling method and the exclusive CPU method.
In the future, we would like to use advanced hardware techniques together with the outsourcing method. For example, we would like to use Intel's Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) [18] to further avoid the cache pollution problem. We are also interested in evaluating partitioned RT softirq handling in non-virtualized environments and container-based virtual environments.
